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Executive Summary

This paper is intended to help sales and marketing executives more effectively use return on
investment analysis in the sales process.  Specifically, the paper is designed to:

– provide a general introduction to return on investment (ROI)

– describe the importance of ROI in the sales cycle

– give pointers on how to develop your ROI story to best assist customers to understand your value
proposition

ROI has assumed increased importance in the enterprise sales cycle over the past several years.  This
is particularly true when selling technology products.  In the early- to mid-1990s companies were
comparatively free with IT spending and to sell to an enterprise it was often sufficient merely to have
an innovative product but under current economic conditions enterprises must be sold on the net
economic benefits of any new investment, and ROI is one of the most straightforward and widespread
tools to help businesses evaluate these benefits.

Simply put, ROI is the ratio of the economic benefits of a particular investment to the cost of that
investment over a given period of time.  Its close cousin, payback period, is a measure of the amount
of time required to recoup the initial investment.  Generally speaking, the shorter the payback period,
the higher the ROI.

To properly tell their products’ ROI story, it behooves businesses to have the following sales tools:

– ROI model–the actual spreadsheet that calculates the ROI benefits of the vendor’s product(s) and that
can be used to project the ROI for any given customer

– ROI white paper–a stand-alone customer-facing document describing the ROI value proposition

– Case studies and testimonials–collateral describing the ROI derived from actual customer
implementations

– ROI usage guidelines–internal-facing document used as a “cheat sheet” for the sales force

– Training–sessions to brief sales representatives on the model and its use

There are a number of important success factors that must be considered when developing your ROI
story.  They include:

– Time horizon–how quickly the investment pays for itself.  In previous years, enterprises targeted two-
to three-year paybacks; today they are frequently looking for payback in two to three quarters.

– Soft vs. hard benefits–modeling easy to quantify “hard” benefits vs. more difficult to quantify “soft”
benefits.  The more the vendor can rely on hard benefits the more credible the story.

– Vendor-provided vs. internally generated models–many enterprise customers prefer to perform the
ROI analysis themselves, but by providing their own ROI model vendors increase their credibility and
ability to influence the customer’s analysis.

– Modeling increased revenues vs. decreased costs–both are fair game in an ROI story, although
most vendors’ stories focus on cost-reduction.

– Revenue vs. gross margin impact–when new revenue streams are part of the story, it’s important to
consider only the gross margin impact.

– Capturing all elements of investment–don’t take into account just the cost of your product while
ignoring other necessary expenditures on hardware, software, and services.

– Testimonials and third party data–these add substantially to the credibility of the story and should be
used whenever possible.
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– Tracking and measurement–it’s important to properly track and measure the ROI of the solution, to
build credibility with the customer and to bolster the ROI story down the line

– Degree of complexity–the full ROI story frequently requires a relatively complex model; however,
simpler models are more easily understood.  Since the model is a sales tool, a good one will
appropriately balance these two requirements.

The paper concludes by providing a example based on actual vendor ROI models.

Purpose and Background

This paper is written for sales and marketing executives who sell to enterprise customers, and is
particularly targeted toward the technology industry.  Its purpose is to give a general introduction to
return on investment to briefly describe its importance in the sales cycle, and to provide some pointers
on how to develop your ROI story to best assist customers to understand your value proposition.   

Why is ROI so important, and why has it become such a buzzword in the past several years?  Quite
simply, ROI is a straightforward method of calculating the economic value a company derives over a
given period of time from an investment of any kind.   

Not many years ago it was sufficient for technology vendors simply to have an innovative new
technology or product; many enterprises purchased on that basis alone.  But in the current economic
climate, enterprises are much more constrained in their spending and demand to see a path to paying
for their investment in a reasonable time period.

The implication for enterprise technology vendors is they must be adept at articulating their ROI story,
must understand how it comes into play in the sales process, and must have the tools to help their
champions within the enterprise sell the ROI benefits internally.  This paper is intended to give you the
foundation for doing so.

What Is ROI?

As mentioned in the previous section, ROI is a method of calculating the economic benefits associated
with any particular monetary investment, measured over a particular period of time.  It doesn’t matter
what type of investment, whether it be in dollars spent to acquire a new type of technology, time spent
training the workforce on a new product, or opportunity costs incurred during sales channel downtime,
as long as you can place a monetary value on it.

Similarly, it doesn’t matter what type of return is derived, as long as that return can also be given a
monetary value.  Returns are typically calculated as the margin contribution associated with
incremental revenue generation or as cost savings, which flow directly to the bottom line, but they can
also include items such as enhanced investment income associated with better allocation of capital
resources, or different tax levels associated with alternative methods of cost accounting.   

The definition of ROI is as follows:

ROI  =  (  (total economic benefits over ROI period)  -1  )    X   100%
                ----------------------------------------------------

                      (total investment)

A related concept, the payback period, is defined as follows.
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Payback  =    (total investment)     +   implementation time       
                      ------------------------

          (monthly benefit)

The payback period is the flipside of ROI.  The ROI tells your customer what percentage return it
achieved on an initial investment measured over a period of time.  The payback period calculates how
long it took to make back the initial investment.  It represents the crossover point; prior to the time the
payback period is achieved the company is still in the red from the investment; after the payback
period is achieved it is reaping the benefits.

Simply put, demonstrating a positive ROI means the company will end up getting positive economic
benefits out of its investment.  

One final note–in calculating the ROI it is critical to look at cash flow, not income and expense.  For
example, companies depreciate capital expenditures over a multi-year period, so only a portion of the
expenditure hits the income statement in any given year.  However, the company may have paid the
entire amount up front, meaning all cash was out of pocket during the first year.  In this case it would
be incorrect to use income statement expenses to calculate the ROI as they don’t reflect actual cash
flow.

ROI vs. Alternative Investment Decision Tools

ROI is by no means the only or even the most advanced investment decision tool available; other
leading techniques include Net Present Value, Economic Value Added, and Internal Rate of Return to
name just a few.  In fact, it seems that every few years there’s a new investment decision-making
technique making the rounds in the financial community.  

ROI is certainly more simplistic than any of the approaches mentioned above, and sometimes derives
a less accurate financial analysis.  However, each competing approach has its share of drawbacks as
well (NPV is highly dependent on the selected terminal value, for example), and ROI has the benefit of
being the most straightforward approach, and therefore most easily used and understood.  For this
reason, ROI continues to have the widest following in the real world, and remains the primary tool
enterprises use for evaluating technology purchase decisions.

How ROI Fits in the Sales Cycle

In the go-go years of the mid- to late-1990s, for many technology vendors it was simply enough to
have an innovative new technology or product, and enterprises were often willing to spend money on
it.  Sometimes the enterprise didn’t even look at ROI; other times an ROI analysis was used, but its
development was done by the internal project champion independently from the vendor.  Further, ROI
analysis was typically a checklist item, required late in the purchase cycle when the decision had, for
all intents and purposes, already been made.

Things have changed significantly with the current economic environment.  Today the typical
enterprise’s finance department is playing a much stronger watchdog role, requiring a more rigorous
justification for new technology expenditures.  In many cases, CFOs and even general managers are
required to sign off on expenditures as low as $50K.  ROI analysis has now become a standard
requirement, and the finance department is scrutinizing the analyses and assumptions in great detail.

Further, ROI justification is now occurring earlier in the sales cycle than ever before.  It’s no longer
prepared as a formality required for formal approval; now it is typically performed up front to justify the
budget expenditure and secure the necessary funding during the initial stages of the sales cycle.

With the degree of emphasis now placed on ROI in the sales cycle, comes the responsibility of the
vendor to adequately convey it.  Sales representatives should be knowledgeable about the enterprise
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customer’s business model and how the vendor’s product will drive economic benefits.  And in cases
where the ROI story is highly complex and/or the sales force lacks the skill to describe the story, it may
be necessary to partner them up with individuals highly trained on the ROI model (from product
management, product marketing, etc).

In other words, ROI has become central to the sales cycle, and the prudent vendor should come to the
party well-prepared to put its best foot forward.   

Tools Used to Describe ROI

There are a variety of sales tools to help fully communicate a vendor’s ROI story.  Which ones a
vendor should have depends on its particular situation.  The following section describes some of the
major tools and their uses.

ROI Model
The heart of the ROI analysis is the model itself.  Typically this is in the form of a spreadsheet, and
simulates the business model of the enterprise customer.  A series of input variables is provided for
the factors that drive the model, and the model then performs calculations on these inputs to determine
the projected ROI benefits (if any).

A well-constructed model has value as a sales tool in and of itself.  It is typically designed to be shared
with the customer, but it is best for the vendor to sit with the enterprise project champion to walk
through the model and jointly populate it with assumptions and input; in fact, if the model is sufficiently
complex the enterprise project champion may require the vendor to walk through it to gain full
understanding.

White Paper
In contrast with the ROI model, the ROI white paper is designed to work entirely as a stand-alone
document.  It is a customer-facing piece of collateral that describes the business value proposition,
and ideally walks through one or two customer scenarios showcasing the product’s ROI benefits. It
should include an introduction to the product and should not assume the reader already has a high
degree of knowledge of the vendor and its products.  It can be used stand-alone or in conjunction with
the model, but at any rate should be based upon the model and should serve as an introduction and
guide to understanding the model.

Usage Guidelines
The usage guidelines document is a primer and handy reference guide for sales representatives.  It
describes the model and its mechanics, provides tips for how to most effectively use it, and includes a
list of Frequently Asked Questions and answers.  It is typically developed for internal vendor audiences
only as it describes strengths and weaknesses of the model, lists common objections and how to
overcome them, etc.

Case Studies
Case studies are incredibly powerful tools for building credibility for the ROI value proposition.  These
can range from single-page success stories, to highly detailed case studies.  They discuss how actual
customers implemented and use the vendor’s product, and the return on investment they achieved.
Case studies should describe the economic benefits in as much detail as possible and lead the reader
through an actual ROI calculation.
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Frequently it is challenging for the vendor to secure and develop case studies, because the product is
newly available on the market and there isn’t yet a sufficient real-live track record to develop case
studies of this nature, or because customers consider this information to be proprietary and don’t want
to share it publicly.  The best approach for vendors is to broach the subject of a public case study early
in the sales cycle, and to build a participation requirement into the contract.

Training
One of the key success factors to effectively using ROI in the sales cycle is the knowledge and comfort
level of the sales representative.  For this reason, training of the sales organization is a critical, but
unfortunately often an overlooked step.

The author(s) of the model should train the representatives on its use.  Usage guidelines should be
prepared and distributed.  And other parties who might be required to discuss ROI with customers,
such as product management and product marketing, should be included as well.

Key Success Factors

With the increasing importance of ROI, a great many technology vendors are now beginning to jump
on the bandwagon, and enterprises are becoming skeptical of vendor’s ROI stories.  The successful
vendor will rise above the noise by establishing credibility for its ROI value proposition.  The following
are some of the key success factors that can influence the quality and credibility of the vendor’s ROI
story.

Shortened Payback Period
In the 1990s, most enterprises considered a two-to-three year payback horizon to be an acceptable
return on investment.  In the current economic climate, enterprises are looking for payback in two to
three quarters.  Showing such short paybacks can be incredibly challenging; however, the successful
enterprise technology vendor will show how its products can achieve such aggressive payback
periods.

Soft vs. Hard Benefits
Another key success factor is whether benefits demonstrated are easier to quantify “hard” benefits or
more difficult to quantify “soft” benefits.  Hard benefits are those that are associated with reducing a
particular budget line item, driving truly incremental revenues or similar benefits that can be shown to
directly and measurably impact the bottom line.  A (by no means exhaustive) list of hard benefits
includes:

– Reducing the number of servers required to perform current operations

– Reducing the amount of network throughput required to perform current operations

– True personnel cost savings

– Reducing the amount spent on outsourcing costs while maintaining current operations

– Reducing facilities or maintenance costs

In contrast, soft benefits are those that have a less direct impact on the bottom line.  An example is
increasing productivity for knowledge workers.  If a product increases productivity for the average
knowledge worker across an enterprise by say 5 percent, it is hard to credibly demonstrate benefits to
the enterprise–unless the enterprise would actually restructure the workforce and lay off 5% of those
workers.    
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In general the more the model focuses on hard benefits, the more credible it is.  This is not to say that
it is completely impossible to build a model entirely on soft benefits; for example in many call centers
worker productivity has a direct impact on the bottom line, but it’s best to avoid soft benefits as the
primary selling point whenever possible.   

Sometimes it works to have both hard benefits and soft benefits in the same model; one effective
approach to combining hard and soft benefits is to build the ROI model such that it shows positive ROI
strictly on the basis of hard benefits, and any additional soft benefits are simply icing on the cake.
Nevertheless, reliance on soft benefits to carry the ROI story should be avoided as much as possible.

Vendor-Provided vs. Internally Generated Models
One of the key questions is the role of vendor-provided models vs. those developed internally by the
enterprise.  While it is true that many enterprises rely on internally developed models, and vendor-
provided models are coming under increasing scrutiny, nevertheless having an ROI model can be the
difference between success and failure in a sales engagement.   

The benefits of a vendor providing its own ROI model includes:

– The model builds credibility by demonstrating to the customer that the vendor is aware of its business
needs and is actively thinking about the economic benefits associated with the solution.

– The model can help the internal champion within the customer organization to develop his or her own
model and can help fill in any gaps that the internal champion might have missed.

– In situations where the enterprise doesn’t already have a model off the shelf, the vendor-provided
model can become the basis for the enterprise’s model.

Increased Revenues vs. Reduced Costs
Vendors sometimes make the mistake of believing that only by reducing their customers’ costs can
they demonstrate the ROI benefit of their products and services; in reality the ability to drive increased
revenue streams is equally valid.  It is true that cost reduction is frequently the more commonly shown
benefit, and is typically easier to build a credible story around, but in certain instances the product or
service could open new channels of distribution or enable the customer to launch new products or
services and thus increase potential revenue streams.  This is an equally valid means of driving
economic returns on the investment.

Revenue vs. Gross Margin Impact
It is shocking how many vendors incorrectly calculate the ROI derivable from their services by simply
counting the increased revenue and dividing it by the investment in the product.  This is blatantly
incorrect, as the customer’s revenue doesn’t drive directly to the bottom line; the Cost of Goods must
be taken into account and as a result the gross margin impact is the true measure of economic returns
associated with increased sales and not straight revenue.

Capturing All Elements of Investment
Another common mistake vendors make is considering only the cost of their product or service, and
not the entire investment required by the enterprise.  After all, the enterprise must justify its return on
the total investment, not just a portion of it.  For example, if a vendor sells an enterprise a software
license for $500,000, but to implement it requires new servers and hardware that cost $250,000, and
professional services to the tune of $750,000, the entire investment is $1,500,000, not just the
$500,000 for the software.
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Testimonials and Third-Party Data
Testimonials, preferably from happy customers, are incredibly powerful, add tremendous credibility,
and should be sought out and used wherever possible.  In addition, other third-party data can be an
effective way to complement customer testimonials or, worst case, to substitute for them when
unavailable.  Third-party data could include results from independent testing labs, findings from
research studies, or even opinions from credible analysts.

Tracking and Measurement
The role of ROI analysis doesn’t end once the sales process is complete.  The metrics to calculate the
economic benefits should be built into the project from the start and measurements collected to ensure
that the targeted ROI benefits are actually being achieved.  This is important both for the vendor’s
credibility with the customer and therefore ability to continue to sell into the enterprise, and to gather
data that will enhance its story in future sales engagements.

Simplicity vs. Complexity
Since they are sales tools, the best ROI models are sufficiently straightforward that they are
understandable to the customer.  It does no good if the customer’s head is left spinning.  At the same
time it should be sufficiently comprehensive to credibly cover all aspects and scenarios of the value
proposition.  Obtaining the right balance can pose quite a challenge.

Savings to IT Department vs. Across Customer Organization
It is simpler and more straightforward to tell a story that helps IT departments reduce their own
budgets and expenditures than one that touches organizations throughout the enterprise.  In these
cases, since IT is both the purchasing and implementing organization, it is also an easier sales cycle.
However, this is usually only part of the story.

Many vendors’ products have beneficial impacts not only to IT but throughout the enterprise.  They can
increase operational efficiencies, enhance sales efforts, or reduce marketing overhead.  This adds an
additional layer of challenge, however, as concurrence with the ROI story must now be obtained by
multiple organizations.  Further, the affected departments most not only buy into the ROI proposition,
but also be willing to live with reduced budgets or increased revenue expectations associated with
implementing the new technology.

Example

The following example is provided as a high-level illustration of a typical ROI story.  It is derived from
actual ROI models developed for IT vendors, but has been streamlined to fit within the scope of this
paper and disguised to protect the confidentiality of the vendors.   

The actual model was much more exhaustive and considered over a dozen different elements of ROI.
For purposes of simplicity, this paper considers only two benefits: the benefits of increased bandwidth
throughput and reduced server load.  Samples of more comprehensive ROI models are available at
www.callan-consulting.com.

In this scenario, the vendor sells a product that increases the efficiency of corporate networks, and
whose main benefits include increased bandwidth throughput and reduced server load.  The
technology is to be deployed in an enterprise running several enterprise applications centrally on a
server farm, and will reduce both the number of servers and corporate network bandwidth required to
run the applications.  Table 1 provides key inputs to the model and Table 2 provides an overview of the
economic benefit calculation.
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Table 1–Scenario Inputs

Model Inputs - Server Savings
Number of employees in enterprise 100,000

Number of server-based enterprise applications 5
Cost/incremental server $20,000

% of servers needing to be replaced annually 25%
% of employees who access each application 20%

% of concurrent employee use at peak, for employees using each app 10%
Model Inputs - Bandwidth Savings

Total first-mile bandwidth in MB/sec (w/out VENDOR) 200
Monthly cost for first-mile connectivity in MB/sec $500

% bandwidth utilization rate without VENDOR 60%
% bandwidth utilization rate with VENDOR 80%

Table 2–Economic Benefits Calculation

Server Savings

Non-VENDOR
Solution

VENDOR-enabled
Solution

Concurrent users/application server 40 400
Concurrent users/VENDOR server NA 400

Max. concurrent application users 100,000 100,000
# application servers needed for enterprise apps 250 25

# VENDOR servers needed for enterprise apps 0 25
Incremental servers needed for enterprise apps 250 50

Annual incremental server purchase needs 63 13
Incremental server cost $1,250,000 $250,000

Annual economic contribution of VENDOR $1,000,000

Bandwidth Savings
Total first-mile bandwidth provisioned in Mbps (w/out VENDOR) 200 NA

% bandwidth utilization rate 60% 80%
Actual throughput rate in Mbps                120.0                120.0

Required bandwidth provisioned to realize throughput                200.0                150.0
Monthly cost for first-mile connectivity in Mbps $500 $500

Total bandwidth costs across organization $100,000 $75,000
Annual economic contribution of VENDOR $300,000

ROI Calculation
Table 3 demonstrates the ROI profile of the solution.  For simplicity’s sake the benefits are assumed to
accrue linearly over time; a real-world example would need to take into account the ramp-up time
associated with the solution deployment and other timing sensitivities.  With a one-time solution cost of
$1,000,000, which is inclusive of all incremental hardware, software, and service components, the ROI
is thirty percent in the first year of operations, and the payback period is nine months.
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Table 3–ROI Summary

Monthly
contribution

Annual
contribution

Server savings $83,333 $1,000,000

Bandwidth savings $25,000 $300,000
Total Economic Benefits $108,333 $1,300,000

One-time cost of VENDOR solution $1,000,000.00

1st year ROI, % 30%

Payback Period, Months 9

Conclusion and Recommendations

Gone is the heyday in which technology vendors could survive purely on the basis of having the latest
or coolest innovations, and in its place we have entered a period in which enterprises expect and
demand to see an economic return on all expenditures.  As a result, technology vendors are being
forced to adopt ROI analysis in their sales efforts.  Further, with enterprises subjecting ROI analysis to
increased scrutiny, vendors must take care to guarantee the credibility of their ROI stories.

The successful use of ROI in the sales cycle will require the following:

– Vendors should be armed with an ROI model, even in cases where the enterprise is performing the
ROI analysis internally, both to add credibility and to help guide the project champion’s thinking.

– The ROI model is a tool to move customers through the sales cycle–keep it simple enough to
understand, yet comprehensive enough to tell complete story.

– The vendor should have a complete set of tools, including model, white paper, case studies, and
internal usage guidelines, and should have a well-trained set of individuals to tell the story.

– The ROI story should avoid common pitfalls such as using revenue rather than gross margin impact or
failing to take into account all elements of the investment.

– Customer testimonials or at least third-party metrics should be used wherever possible.

– The shorter the payback period that can be demonstrated the better.

– Focus on hard vs. soft benefits.

Like any other area of business, successfully using ROI in the sales process requires a degree of
expertise, and vendors developing an ROI story should ensure they are giving it the appropriate level
of effort and attention.   

For those interested in learning more about ROI and how to leverage it in their cycle are invited to view
additional resources available from Callan Consulting.  These include full ROI models and actual white
papers developed for technology vendors and are available free of charge or obligation at www.callan-
consulting.com.


